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Abstract

The phenomena of evictions of street vendors, homeless people, poor peasants, illegal settlers, etc. have been common in Indonesia. The weak proletariats are always sacrificed whenever they are vis a vis the bourgeois groups and rulers. If done continuously, the preservation of their religion, souls, intelligences, offspring, properties, and dignities will be menaced. So, re-actualizing fiqh mustad’afin (the proletarian jurisprudence) is urgently necessitated. This research calls for a re-conceptualisation of fiqh mustad’afin to present its importance and role in defending the rights of those oppressed group. The research was a mix-method type. Apart from studying related literature, it also employed fieldwork by interviewing a number of street vendors and government officers in Malang City, East Java, Indonesia. The results show that fiqh mustad’afin does belong to and favor those who are weak and oppressed and places those who do wrong and unjust as common enemies that must be fought.
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INTRODUCTION

Islam as a religion of universal prosperity, devotes its benefit to all people regardless of any physical barrier and boundary. Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), as one meansfor actualizing the Islamic teachings’ isoteric and esoteric values, has a concept which inclines to minority and marginalized groups which is eventually known as fiqh mustad’afin. This conception of fiqhstands in solidarity and fights for the rights of the marginalized and the lowest layer of society who are often persecuted and oppressed [1].

This disruptionera necessitates a movement to re-establish the universal Islamic beneficial values through re-actualizing fiqh mustad’afin. This is sparked by occurring phenomena of some massive evictions of minorities’ business places, homeless people, poor peasants, illegal settlers, as well asimproper conversion of irrigational, educational, green and other public spaces, and agricultural fields in many Indonesian regions into industrial and business spaces through power abuses of someirresponsible policy makers collaborating with the mere profit-oriented capital owners.

During the reign of the New Order political regime, the takeover of land cultivated by Indonesian peasants and transforming them as new asset of capital owners did not only involve local financial institutions but also international financial institutions such as the World Bank, IMF, etc. At least, the index of human rights violation released by the Indonesian Centre for Legal Studies and Community’s Advocation on October 1997 recorded that there were 891 cases of human rights violations in the form of land takeover through various means carried out by the New Order regime. Ironically, these violations only took 27 months, from July 1994 to September 1996 [2]. The New Order regime had truly facilitated the power of capital to express itself on a large scale. The capitalism economic system eventually turned out oppressing the weak, especially migrant workers, who come to the cities through the economic informal sectors, one of them is being street vendors. In Indonesia, they are called Pedagang Kaki Lima, abbreviated as PKL.

Legally, according to some Indonesian regulations, street vendors, hereinafter referred to PKLs, are business actors conducting trading businesses utilizing mobile or immobile business means andoccupying temporarily/non-permanently municipal
infrastructure, social or public facilities, landand buildings belonging to the Government and/or private entities [3]. PKL, which literally means “a five feet trader”, was a term taken from the Dutch regulations during their colonial era regarding the width of sidewalk in front of the shops which must be at least 5 feet wide. This regulation was made to ensure the safety and comfort of pedestrians. Any trader conducting their activities on that sidewalk was known as five feet traders(Pedagang Kaki Lima, abbreviated as PKLs, *Ind.*). Hence, the term PKL were pinned onto them [4]. We use the terms PKL and street vendor interchangeably throughout this paper.

PKL growsowing to its simplicity with no convoluted bureaucratic procedure; it requires relatively smallamount of money to start with, and does not necessitate a high educational background, in other words, anyone with determination and small capital can do it. Becoming a PKLs a logical option for migrants since such profession is regarded able to provide jobs for them in the midst of intense urban economic competition and less availability of proper employment. The fast progress of informal sectors, including PKL, in the city is inseparable from the acceleration of its urbanization for population growth and the imbalance of work-force number with the available jobs [5]. Urbanization for seeking employment is one of the causes of the growing development of informal sectors in the city. In addition, Malang City is a shopping city, so it is just natural that the unemployed take positive compensation by opting to work in entrepreneurial sectors; one of informal sectorsthey chooseis beinga PKL.

The policy of evicting PKLs in the name of preserving the city’s beauty and order is considered paradox when urban area becomes an economic battlefield for the political and capital-owner elites. In such a situation, those PKLs, especially migrants, fight their fate in the city. They can do nothing but scavengespices scattered from capitalism practices through their marginal (indecent) jobseven though they have to be *vis a vis* with many city’s regulations quibbling on the city’s agenda which are mostly in the context of city’s cleanliness, beauty, and comfort. *No way in, nowayout* is just the right adage to describe the position of street vendors in an effort to fulfill their family needs for life. Some policies and regulations have been compiled and issued to regulate and organize PKLs, but, frankly, such efforts to organize and manage PKLs seem to have not been yet effective.

In our daily reality, a rationale is often built in and instilled into the people’s minds who seem to accept blindly a pretextsaying that every public interest, in whatever form and strength, must be prioritized, championed, and put at the top before any individual or group interest. This kind of understanding is true since in Islam there is present a principle that says: ‘*al-maslahah al-’āmmah muqaddam ‘alā al-maslahah al-fardiyyah*’ which means ‘a public interest precedes an individual one’ [6]. However, some logical questionsthat should arise are: 1) is this the true meaning actually desired by *usūliyyun* (the scholars of Islamic jurisprudence’s fundament)? 2) Is it acceptable to evict PKLs (and other less fortunate groups of people alike) for the sake of preserving public interest and, if so, who actually has the right authority to do so? 3) How is the valid procedure to assess the public interest to be worthy of being prioritized? and 4) Do the motives, patterns, and objectives involved in the case of eviction of PKLs so far demonstrate good handling and are the evictions done with proper solution?

**Fiqhmustad’afin** as one trend of the Islamic contemporary jurisprudence does not only respond to legal issues, but also to all various life problems experienced by minorities and marginalized [7]. One of the discourses brought forward by *fiqih* is the ethical-theological perspective based on the principle of justice and balance (*’ad l wa tawżūn*).

This study will observe cases of PKL evictions in Malang City, especially those having their business on Jalan Pahlawan TRIP, Klojen, as the weaks *vis a vis* the authoritarian and capital power that will be reviewed in the perspective of *fiqhmustad’afin* using *maqāṣid shari’a* (purposefulness of Islamic law) as the tool.

**MATERIALS AND METHOD**

Social reforms that are taught through transcendental revelations (i.e. the Qur'an and the Sunnah), must be based on the principles of justice and honesty, especially in socio-economic activities that involve the process of equitable distribution of wealth among people in a legitimate and fair manner. There should be no accumulation of wealth (capitalization) in whichmost assets and sourcesneccessitated for sustainability of people’s life only circulate among the riches/the bourgeoisieis [6], such is regulated in the Holy Quran Surah (QS) ‘ al-Hashr (59): 7 as in Ali [8]. Islam emphasizes the doctrine of equitable distribution of the living resources of people (i.e. socialism). The Quran and the Sunnah provide basic principles of Islamic teachings in the struggle to realize human solidarity and in fighting the system of capitalism and feudalism in a purpose to create human equality without any form of class differences [9, 10].


In the QSAl-Baqarah (2): 190; al-Nisā‘ (4): 75; al-‘Aṣrāf (7): 137; Yūmūs (10): 14; al-Qāṣāṣ (28): 5; and al-Mā’ūn (107): 1-3, Islam defends the weak and oppressed and at the same time views the importance of the weak as leaders and heirs of the earth. Islam commands the believers to defend and fight for the oppressed weak and prohibits doing injustice against them (Ali, 1992:76, 207, 381-382, 483, 961-962, 1704) [8].


The Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him, pbuh) often reminded us about our duties towards the weak. In one hadith (tradition) he said: “Weren’t you helped and sustained because of the weak people among you?” [11]. He also said: “Truly Allah helps this ummah (Muslim community) owing to the weak people, namely because of their supplications, their prayers, and their sincerity” [12]. He said further: “Will I tell you who the people of the heaven are? They are every person who is weak and is considered weak by others, but if he/she swears in the name of God, surely God grants what he/she says. Will I tell you who are the people of the hell are? They are every person who is harsh, stingy, likes to pile up wealth, and arrogant” [11, 13].

The research was a mix-method type. Teddlie and Tashakkori [14] define mixed methods research (MMR) as a broad inquiry logic that guides the selection of specific methods and is informed through conceptual positions that are generally recognized by mixed methods practitioners. Apart from studying related literatures (i.e. the qualitative part of the research) discussing street trade in general as well as those discussing Islamic jurisprudence on mustad‘afīn, it also employed fieldwork (which is the quantitative part of the research) by interviewing a number of street vendors and officers of the government authorities concerned [15, 16]. The interview used semi-structured questionnaires. The methods of data collection employed were: 1) Discussing the literature from the Quran, hadith, and those discussing human rights, legal pluralism, and street trade, 2) Reviewing legal documents of acts including national and city’s laws and regulations concerning street trade as well as observing national and city’s data and newspaper reviews discussing this particular informal sector of economy, 3) Conducting semi-structured interviews to about one hundred PKLs especially those having their businesses along Jalan Pahlawan TRIP at Klojen, the city of Malang. They were taken as samples to observe their background, differences in trading, and vulnerability levels. The focus was to explore the practices of street trade management such as the PKLs’ personal characteristics, the characteristic of business and employment, and the presence of challenges and their responses, and 4) Conducting interviews with key informant comprising governmental officers from the city of Malang and the head of trader associations to determine the context for street trade and its formal and informal legislation. These fieldwork activities were conducted for 26 days from September 5th to September 30th, 2018.

**RESULTS**

One of the biggest informal economic activities is street trade. Unfortunately, regulations concerning street trade is usually complex and very often applied unjustly. So, many PKLs face risk of unpredictable and devastating evictions [17]. PKLs in Malang carry out trading and non-formal business activities within a certain period of time by using public facilities that are determined by the Regional Government of Malang City as their place of business. One of routine incidental occasions which attract many PKLs to carry out their businesses is the Car Free Day (CFD) activities along the road of Jalan Pahlawan TRIP. More than 150 PKLs do their businesses thereon Sunday mornings from 05.00 a.m. to 11.00 a.m. using simple means such as carts, pickles, tables, chairs and mats (based on field observation, concluded on 27 September 2018).

The results of interviews to 110 PKLs and field observations gave the physical data of these PKLs as follows:

1. Based on the type of business, these PKLs do several types of businesses. The top five are selling food/beverages about 38.2%, children toys 17.3%, clothing 15.5%, and transportation (including its equipments/apparatus and spare parts) 9.1% and simple electronic appliances 7.3%. The rests sell goods for hobbies including pets, any good of grocery store, home appliances, handicrafts, foodstuff, used goods, school equipment, and other miscellaneous goods.

2. The means used are mostly non-permanent kiosks totalling of 23.6%.
3. The results of interviews showed that this profession is mostly carried out by those with low education (mostly graduates of elementary schools), small amount of capital (1,000,000.00 IDR or about 67 USD) [18], and they come from places outside Malang city (migrants) but are still in their productive age (25 to 54 years old).

4. Most PKLs, both migrants and locals, live in the city's slums so there is a difference between the two in their places to stay. Local PKLs must share the place with their family. Meanwhile most of migrant PKLs rent houses/rooms with their relatives or fellow PKLs. Residing in together or close to relatives and friends is a strategy to build social networks. It is important to start a strategy and maintain their business.

5. Many migrant PKLs leave their families in their original villages due to the city's high living cost. This strategy is taken so that they can maintain the lives of both theirs and their families at home. They usually return home at certain times to provide a living for their family (interviews with some PKLs and with Mr. Sulu Diono).

6. These PKLs have certain characteristics; they live frugally and utilize their leisure time for productive activities. They, especially those migrants who do not live with their family, cannot exercise the practice of wasteful and relaxed life. The findings of observation showed that they tended to use their spare time to produce anything sellable and minimize their daily expenses such as cigarettes and food purchased at retail. There were even those who traded goods or barter with fellow PKLs so that expenses can be reduced as much as possible. The method was taken to fulfill their costs such as renting a house or a room, meeting their family’s needs at home, paying off debts, and even developing their business.

Some regulations in Indonesia related to one’s right for having a decent job to fulfill their daily needs, including those specifically enacted to regulate street vendors, are:

1. The Indonesian Constitution of 1945, Article 27, paragraph 2 which states: “Each citizen shall be entitled to an occupation and an existence proper for a human being” [19]. The article 28A says: “Each person has the right to live and the right to defend his life and existence” [19].

2. The Indonesian Act No. 39 of 1999 on Human Rights Article 9 paragraph 1 says: “Every person has the right to live, to defend his/her life, and to increase his/her standard of living” [20].

3. The Indonesian Act No. 20 of 2008 on Micro, Mini, and Middle Scale of Business Activities Chapter V Article 13, paragraph 1 letter (a) which says: “The aspects of business opportunity as referred to in article 7 paragraph 1 letter (f) is intended to determine the allocation of business place which includes providing such a place in markets, shopping areas, industrial centres, public farming locations, public mining locations, proper street vendors locations, as well as other locations” [21].

4. The Presidential Regulation No. 125 of 2012 on the Coordination of Arrangement and Empowerment of Street Vendors Article 3 paragraph 4 which states: “The displacement and abolition of street vendors’ locations as referred to in paragraph 1 letter (c) shall be carried out to the locations which are not in accordance with their designated purposes” [22].

5. The Minister of Home Affairs Regulation No. 41 of 2012 on Guideline for the Arrangement and Empowerment of Street Vendors Article 36 paragraph 1 which says: “Street vendors who occupy locations not in accordance with their designation as referred to in article 12 paragraph 2 can be displaced or relocated to other place/spaces designated for them” [23].

In doing their business, these PKLs are vis a vis with the city’s government that is equipped with so many regulations. Restrictions on their business space by the government are usually in the form of licensing business locations, controlling, relocation, and eviction. Utilizing their authority and autonomy, the local government issued a regional regulation (Peraturan Daerah or PERDA) of Malang City no. 02 of 2012 on the Public Order and Environment [24] coupled with the Mayor of Malang’s Decree no. 188.45/236/35.73.112/2016 on the Arrangement of Place or Location for Business Activities of Street Vendors [25]. These regulations are intended as a guideline for structuring, fostering, empowering, monitoring, and controlling PKLs. The management of PKLs aims to improve their welfare and to maintain the public order and the environmental cleanliness. The main objective of the aforementioned regulations is to create employment for the people who fails to obtain their income from the formal sectors [26].

The ratification, issuance, and establishment of PERDA, Mayors’ Decree or City’s Circular Letter of Malang aims to simplify government steps in implementing a series of its development policies. The implementation of the government’s policies is expected to overcome the problems that often arise due to PKLs or other informal sectors. Good arrangements are meant to fruit a good impact on the community, PKL communities, and the Malang City Government. The policies’ realization is carried out with several steps that support, favor to, and do not harm any party concerned (interview with Mrs. Syska K. Damayanti). The PERDA No. 2 of 2012 Chapter I article 1 verse 13 states that ‘PKL blocks are locations/areas destined for PKLs to sell; they are grouped based on the type of business and the trading time as determined.’ Referring to this regulation, the PERDA
states further that every PKL is prohibited from doing their business on roads, sidewalks, green lines and/or public facilities except on places permitted by the City’s Mayor. Meanwhile, the Chapter III paragraph 21 of the same PERDA prohibits them from conducting business activities by establishing a semi-permanent/permanent business place and/or cause problems in terms of cleanliness, beauty, order, security and comfort [24].

The Article 3 Paragraph 1 of the said PERDA includes restrictions directed to PKLs, among others are: 1) conducting business activities in the city square and its surroundings, 2) conducting business activities on roads, sidewalks, lanes green and or other public facilities excluding certain areas that are permitted, 3) conducting business activities by establishing permanent or semi-permanent places, 4) conducting business activities that cause bad impact related to the city’s cleanliness, beauty, order, security, and comfort, 5) using a business place exceeding one permitted by the City’s Mayor, 6) moving to other places and / or transferring permits without the knowledge and permission of the Mayor, and 7) abandoning and leaving the place empty without continuous activities for one month or more.

The arrangement of the place/location, time, type of street trading business are guided by the City’s Regional Spatial Plan while taking into account the general, social, educational, economic, and aesthetic interests of the surrounding environment. The PERDA No. 2 of 2012 also regulates some restrictions for PKL. Its Chapter VII article 33 states that any person or body that violates the provisions of Article 4, Article 5, Article 21, and Article 22 is threatened with imprisonment for a maximum of 3 months and/or a fine of at most Rp 10,000,000.00 (ten million rupiah). Its implementation must go through stages that are in accordance with the procedures as regulated by PERDA. So, every violation must be handled through the Civil Servant Investigators which has the authority to: 1) examine those suspected of committing criminal acts in the field of public order, cleanliness and arrangement of street vendors, 2) request information and evidence from anyone related to incidents of criminal acts in the field of public order, cleanliness and arrangement of street vendors, 3) conduct an examination of documents related to a criminal offense of public order, 4) conduct inspections in certain places suspected of containing evidence and other documents as well as to confiscate and seal materials and goods resulting from violations that can be used as evidence in criminal cases in terms of public order and arrangement of street vendors, and 5) request assistance from experts in carrying out investigation tasks of criminal offenses on public order, cleanliness, and arrangement of street vendors [24].

In realizing public order, security and convenience, the Civil Service Police Unit (Satuan Polisi Pamong Praja or Satpol PP, Ind.) and the Department of Transportation are authorized to enforce the PERDA No. 02 Year 2012 and the Mayor’s Decree No. 188.45/236/35.73.112/2016. So, being equipped with those regulations, in August 2018 an ordering action of PKLs along Jalan Pahlawan TRIP that had been used to do their businesses every Sunday for the last four years was done [27, 28]. This location is considered as prohibited place for street vendors activities. The Mayor’s Decree No.: 188.45/183/35.73.112/2015 issued a year earlier concerning the Arrangement of the Location of Street Vendors’ Business Activities, explained about several locations that were prohibited from selling street vendors. Locations that were prohibited for street vendors are divided into five (five) sub-districts namely Blimbing, Klojen, Lowokwaru, Sukun, and Kedungkandang with 23, 71, 15, 7, and 9 places respectively. Those locations are forbidden with a consideration that they are the main road, heavy traffic lane, conservation zone, military area, public settlement, educational area, and green open spaces [29].

Actually, those PKLs in Jalan Pahlawan TRIP did their business based on an unwritten permit given by the previous mayor who had the motto of opedali wong cilik (caring for marginalized people). The replacement of the Mayor of Malang city in 2018 brought with him new policies relating to PKLs in the city. The new-elect mayor introduced and enacted policy changes regarding PKLs and those operating in Jalan Pahlawan TRIP were of no exception. In his view, the existence of PKLs along Jalan Pahlawan TRIP was considered disturbing public interest and the community’s comfort. Therefore, an ordering measure was then taken [26].

The eviction steps carried out did not jump directly to the eviction operation itself but there were preliminary steps including counseling and guidance for PKLs to eliminate or reduce all forms of threats and disturbances of order due to their business location that did not consider the convenience of other road uses. One way of fostering peace and public order is the dissemination of legal products, especially PERDA, decrees of regional heads, and other legal products. This cannot be done immediately, so it is necessary to do it in proper stages so that the community can understand and abide by the regulation of the national, provincial, and local governments. Counseling and coaching become important activities in curbing PKLs in a persuasive manner. Such are done to foster awareness among them that they have violated applicable regulations which are prohibited by conducting businesses on prohibited locations including Jalan Pahlawan TRIP [5].

Basically, the PKL eviction by the Satpol PP of Malang were conducted in two approaches, preventive and repressive ones. The preventive approach was done through counseling, guiding, and
educating individuals and community groups that are thought to be the source of the emergence of public order’s disturbances. Meanwhile, the repressive measure was conducted through raids or order-enforcement operations. Any policy based on a win-win solution in the government’s version is expected to be able to realize a beautiful, clean, and orderly city without ignoring the aspect of empowering street vendors. The Satpol PP of Malang City functions themselves as the enforcer of PERDA’s regulations to control and arrange the street vendors since it is seen as the only way out to solve the city’s problems of traffic congestion, beauty, and cleanliness [30].

**DISCUSSION**

Wasiti [31] states that the economic conception of informal sector only emerged in 1969 and continued to be developed when the International Labor Organization (ILO) initiated and developed the World Employment Program (WEP) program. The program aims to find the right economic development strategy that is capable of overcoming employment problems in developing countries which in fact, despite their accelerating economic development, their unemployment rate is still high. Furthermore, Wasiti [31] also explains that the informal sector actually have competitive economic contributions: they are labor intensive, they utilize local inputs and technology, and they operate based on their own ideas, capital, management, and risks. Furthermore, the emergence of the informal sectors is not only due to the lack of jobs but also to accommodate jobs that are wasted from the formal sector alone. In fact, the informal sectors are able to subsidize the formal ones because as an economic pillar, the latter tend to be less efficient, while the former are fairly efficient for being better able to provide cheaper life needs [31].

Informal sector actors are often assumed to be a form of underdevelopment and low human resources. In terms of economy, they are considered illegal so that they often become the target of evictions. Sociologically, it is understandable that many products of regulations relating to urban planning are often merely a space cooperation between the city authorities and capital owners (entrepreneurs). This is paradox to what the reality says. The Indonesian Central Bureau of Statistic noted, through its Director, that in August 2018 their data recorded unemployment at 5.34 percent or 7 million people. Unemployment in urban areas was higher than in rural ones. The number of Indonesian workforce reached 131.01 million people. The informal sectors still became the *primadona*. In August 2018, 56.84% of the population worked in informal activities [32].

The employment sector tends to be vulnerable to the interests of certain parties, especially with high unemployment in developing countries [33, 34]. The existence of PKLs is quite helpful in overcoming the problem of unemployment in Indonesia, so is in Malang City, as well as becoming one of the sources of income for the City’s locally generated revenue. PKLs grow rapidly since consumers can find them easier compared to settled similar businesses. Many public or even family occasions and crowds can turn into an *impromptu* businessfield and place for PKLs in *seeking halāl* (Islamically allowable) income. PKLs have an important role to improve the community’s economy, especially the low incomers. However, this informal sector contributes pretty significantly to urban development since through its chain of activities it can also increase city residents’ income in various forms ranging from home rentals, groceries, parking lots, etc. Unfortunately, the rapid growth of this sector is not handled effectively or planned properly.

The economic informal sectors, including PKLs, are in fact able to support the State's inability to provide employment for its citizens. These sectors are capable of absorbing the working-aged-people with relatively minimal expertise and educational qualification and overcoming unemployment in Indonesia which increases every year. In Indonesia, the informal sector accounts for at least two-thirds of the national economy [35]. This structure is a strategic part of the system, but at the same time it is a complicated problem.

Unfortunately, the facts often say otherwise. The eviction of PKLs in Malang causes different impactsto those targeted. Actually, PKLs at the location of Pahlawan Trip are very much welcomed since the said area is destined to be the CFD location that has been a common activity in any Indonesian city and town. Such eviction causes connoisseurs of CFD no longer feel the excitement of enjoying the weekend with its various cheap culinary and other merchandise whereas PKLs lose their source of livelihood.

In Indonesia, being not pretty wanted by the city policy makers, PKLs, as a proletarian economic group, often become victims of regulations. Various phenomena of forced and arbitrary eviction of PKLs are only a small example of welfare and justice that the government often overrides in making policies. This unfair and unbalanced structure of relations is the result of mutual cooperation between the government and capital institutions. In doing so, the marginal community’s rights are often neglected and sacrificed. In our analysis, this impartiality is caused by development that is not followed by awareness of providing opportunities and situations that support the development and participation of informal sectors [34]. Therefore, justice commitment as the heart of social welfare and political philosophy of the founding of this republic needs to be reviewed, monitored, and overseen massively by all Indonesian people as the true stakeholders of this country. The state must be able to uphold and promote justice and prosperity for all...
people, especially for the proletariat and the marginalized.

In the midst of efforts to force evictions and relocation, the PKLs staged a resistance, both hidden and open, to maintain their business. A number of studies have seen various forms of resistances by PKLs in facing evictions: through a “noncompliance” strategy taking advantage of the weaknesses of the state, developing individual or collective strategies to deal with the threat of eviction [37] or manipulating the political system for their interests [38]. However, the previous researches generally agree that evictions are merely short-term solutions and will not be effective in eliminating informal economic activities in urban areas. Furthermore, there are often cases where the policy of limitation and prohibition is actually a means for other parties to exploit PKLs. In the PKL mapping activities in Malang City, for example, it is common to find that those PKLs pay a sum of money to some “naughty” officers or “thugs” in return for hopes that their business, which is done on prohibited locations, will not be evicted. For PKLs, the money paid is probably not as long as it is guaranteed that their business will not be evicted. Some PKL organizations also play a similar role as intermediaries or guarantors of PKLs against the government. This phenomenon shows that PKLs are indeed vulnerable to forms of exploitation from other parties.

PKLs are a part of mustad’afin. According to Ridwan [1], mustad’afin means a group of marginal groups or weak people i.e. the low level class of society who are often persecuted and taken away off their rights. People of mustad’afin are a product of structural, political, and economic tendencies. They will continue to grow and increase, especially after the eviction of PKLs and other local economic potentials. Mustad’afin include individuals and or social groups who: 1) are in the position of ‘minority’ (qaffil) both quantitatively and qualitatively, 2) suffer from vulnerability to structured oppression either by political, economic, and social policies (istiḍ’āf), and 3) have not been free from fear (khawf) so they do not have the courage to fight against any oppression.

In his book, Hasan Hanafi [39] personified the Prophets Abraham (pbuh) as a mirror of the mind and revolution and monotheism subduing the traditions of blindness and idols. Moses (pbuh) reflected the liberation revolution against authoritarianism, Jesus (pbuh) revolutionized the spirit of the dominance of materialism, then Muhammad (pbuh) was the hero of the proletariat, slave servants, and oppressed communities who were confronted by the elite bourgeoisie of Quraysh [40, 41]. Jalaluddin Rahmat [42] described Islam as a religion that favored the weak, oppressed, and underdeveloped or the religion of mustad’afin. In line with him, Asghar Ali Engineer [43] elaborated that the aim and ideals of Islam is the creation of universal brotherhood, equality, and social justice. The themes of populism and the ideals of Islamic social order enforcing an elastic, egalitarian, and just social order become the theological foundations of fiqh mustad’afin.

Why should it be fiqh mustad’afin? This is because fiqh mustad’afin has a vision to defend as well as advocate those who are weak and persecuted and not the opposite: defending power by protecting it through religious symbols. Fiqh mustad’afin belongs to those who are weak, weakened, or oppressed as well as placing those people who do wrong and unfair as enemies that must be fought. In other words fiqh mustad’afin was born as one which is pro to weak people (i.e. an often oppressed group of people), not a pro-ruler one. This fiqh is endeavored to always move and be moved by and for the sake of majority people. It becomes a humanistic fiqh that opposes the structural and authoritarian one. The actualization of fiqh mustad’afin can be started by expanding the categories of fiqh mustad’afin which should include new victim groups, which are not yet known in the common concepts. Furthermore, it must be rearranged how systematically redistribution process can raise their status ofhelplessness.

Furthermore, Jursyi [44] states that fiqh mustad’afin oriented towards liberation as initiated by progressive liberative-transformative Islam. In the context of fiqh mustad’afin, liberation means deconstructing and reconstructing a social order that is full of deviations and injustices. Such is in accordance with the treatise carried by all the Prophets and Apostles which is the liberation of man from the bondage of tyranny to the pure submission to his/her Creator alone. In other words, borrowing Roscoe Pound’s legal-philosophical terms: “fiqh mustad’afin does not only function to maintain the stability of social life (i.e. the fiqh as a tool of social control) but also as a means of social engineering and social revolution” [45].

Every citizen, including PKLs, has the right to refuse eviction if the process does not pay attention to the human dignity and fate and neglects sustainability of human life and social ethics. The state, according to Syafi’i SJ [6], which is guided by the supreme divine precepts, ideally demonstrates an attitude of inclination to the people who are loved by God (i.e. the proletariat, the poor, and the marginalized). Furthermore, as Muslims, who are the majority population in Indonesia, they are also required to re-actualize the conception of fiqh mustad’afin proletarian jurisprudence) as a manifestation of the actualization of universal benefit which itself is the substance of Islamic teachings. One form of the said re-actualization is a resistance movement against the rationale and reason under the jargons of “development” and “public interest” over the eviction on the people’s livelihood sources which basically is nothing more than just
actions of “image branding” for the interests of a bunch of conglomerate (bourgeois) persons.

A rationale of the nation’s development that has already become a protracted doctrine in people’s minds, thoughts and beliefs is that every “public interest”. - in whatever form and strength, must be championed and prioritized over any "certain individuals and groups’ interest”. In the Islamic teaching, one of its legal theories asserts that "al-maslahah al-ammah muqaddam ’alā al-maslahah al-fardiyyah" (a public interest precedes an individual one) [6]. However, the application of the said doctrine and theory must be read and observed critically, such as whether it is substantively true that it is indeed for the sake of public interest and not for certain individuals or groups quibbling behind the terms of public interest. Can the eviction of the proletarian group, in this case PKLs who worked for fulfilling their daily needs,- for the sake of attaining public interest and order without proper relocation and solution and was not done with proper and polite manner, be considered as a form of justice? So far it is commonly known that in Indonesia, any eviction is often taken for granted and legally operated without proper negotiation and free from any intervention. In the context of PKLeviction in Malang, an understanding of oppression is more related to authority and structural problems.

Viewing from the aspect of public benefit which might be jeopardized by the usage of public facilities by PKLs, the Malang’s government has indeed issued regulations and policies concerning the public interest, but, unfortunately, those rules have become blunt when dealing with economic capital actors. It is sad to see that structural casualties of evictions so far are still inherent to PKLs and other helpless groups alike whereas big companies, malls, superstores, and many other businesses owned by conglomerates that also violate the city’s spatial plan and environmental impact analysis remain untouched. Indeed, the contemporary economic system has given rise to many dimensions of poverty and oppression.

What is then interesting is the substance of maslahat (benefits) and madarati/mafsadat (harms/disadvantages) from the relinquishment of public facilities. Referring to the Islamic concept, the main purpose of law enactment through the process of ijithād (intellectual exercise) is to realize the benefits/welfare for mankind, - individuals and groups, rich and poor, male and female, etc., - as well as resisting any harm for them (jalbu al-masālih wa dar’u al-mafāsid). This is in line with a legal maxim in fiqh that states: tasarruf al-imām ‘alā al-ra‘iyyah manṭūṭun bi al-maslahah (a policy made by a leader towards his people is based on attaining benefit for them). In the perspective and substance of fiqh mustad‘afīn, the benefit meant here is one which emphasizes the spirit of embodying goodness and balance.

Imam al-Ghazali classified maslahah into three: 1) general maslahah which must be upheld together (mā yata‘allaq bi maslahah āmmah fihaqqī kāfshā), 2) maslahah relating to the majority of humans (mā yata‘allaq bi maslahah al-aqilāb), and 3) maslahah that occurs in individuals and occurs in certain events and circumstances (mā yata‘allaq bi maslahah shakhshīn mu‘ayyamin fiwāqī‘ātin nāṣiratin). Regarding this classification, the Islamic jurists generally only comment on the forms of maslahah whenever there present contradictions at the time they are related to the selection of best opinions (tariqī). In this regard, they prioritize the general maslahah than individual one. However, to the authors’ opinion, the legal maxim that states "al-maslahah al-ammah muqaddam ’alā al-maslahah al-fardiyyah" (a public interest precedes an individual one) in some contexts need to be explained and applied wisely to obtain the best and acceptable solution for all. Otherwise, this maxim is prone to be used as a legitimacy and justification by the government conducting any operation for restoring order including eviction of street vendors in Malang [46, 47].

The thing that has to be observed wisely is that, on the pretext of public interest, any individual or groups’ interest may be ignored even though Islam has safeguarded some basic personal interests such as fulfilling one’s and family’s livelihood. Islam, through its maqāsid shari‘ah has taught a concept of hizf al-din, hizf al-nafs, hizf al-nasl, hizf al-aql, hizf al-māl, and hizf al-īrd (preserving one’s religion, soul, offspring, intelligence, wealth, and dignity respectively), which are termed as al-kulliyyah al-sitt (the six basic elements) [48]. Many cases of evictions under the guise of implementing development for the public interest neglected that concept. Equippening themselves with the pretext of ‘prioritizing public interest’ the government (who often collaborate with the economic elites) often used it as the most powerful tool to seize the rights of the marginalized people. In the name of preserving order, cleanliness, and public interest or preventing traffic congestion, the government often took the PKL’s stalls forcibly without thinking of the consequences for them on how to support their families fulfilling their daily needs.

According to the Mayor’s decree, Jalan Pahlawan TRIP is listed in the red zone areas which is prohibited for street vendors although, but they have unwritten permit and mandates from the previous Mayor and paid retribution to the city and such condition had been running for years. Based on the pretext of preserving public interest, evictions without a proper solution was carried out. There emerged at least two questions regarding these evictions: whether in this context relating to PKLs personal interests are placed above the public ones, or vice versa. This simplistic dichotomy is certainly not adequate. Referring to the two aforementioned questions, in our opinion, if an
The eviction of street vendors in the name of public interests must be based on agreement and negotiation with the principle of willingness of both parties and must bring along with it strategic relocation solutions for the aggrieved parties so as not to decrease their economic standards. The eviction must be accompanied by guaranteed access to proportional and humane economic values. So, prioritizing the public interest over the individual one can be justified as long as it can accommodate the element of ‘goodness, justice, and balance’.

There are some principles that must be considered in the case of eviction of PKLs. The principles of need and of benefit guide the government not to impose its policies in the name of preserving public interest by underestimating any madaḍāt (harms) to them such as impoverishment and extermination of their livelihood sources. The principle of agreement and understanding necessitates a negotiation process between two parties especially regarding the future solutions. With this principle, the eviction under any pretext cannot be justified when ignoring necessary and appropriate solutions. Evictions can only be justified based on the presence of an agreement between the two parties by considering the universal human rights, the government’s alignment to the minority community (i.e. PKLs), and a guarantee of life standard’s quality.

Islam teaches its followers to work hard to attain good life in this world and to foster prosperity for all as their mission as vicegerents of Allah on this earth. Therefore, any conduct that may threaten one’s life and livelihood is against the Islamic teaching. Such situation can be seen from the impacts of improper evictions. The victims of such evictions do not only lose their place and source of livelihood but also the opportunity to live properly as human beings. So, any eviction resulting in extermination of one’s livelihood sources is a crime against humanity that must be stopped. This is in line with the message of the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) who said: "If you are killed (while defending your rights) then you are martyred, and if he/she (i.e. the wrongdoer) is killed, then he/she goes to hell" [11, 13]. Fighting a tyranny (the crime of humanity) itself is a religious obligation, including defending the weak (du’āfā’) and being weakened (mustad’āfīn), because this is in accordance with Allah’s command which states: falā takhshaḥum wakhshaunī (Yet fear them not, but fear Me) (QS al-Maidah (5): 3 as in Ali, 1992: 244-245) [8].

However, on the other hand, if evictions are done by fulfilling the aforementioned prerequisites, the pretext which states that ‘a general benefit is prioritized over a specific one’ can be implemented, so such eviction of PKLs can be carried out by the just government or public leaders. And, we, as the common people, must obey the just leader’s policy and regulations since doing so is obligatory. Allah says: “O ye who believe! Obey Allah and obey the Messenger and ull amri (those charged with authority) among you” (QS al-Nisā (4): 59 as in Ali, 1992: 203) [8].

Evictions should also consider the principle of development that has human rights perspective which pivots on the values of humanity, environmental, equitable distribution, and human resource development. A development must be understood as a comprehensive economic, social, cultural, and political process. Its objective is a thriving progress on the well-being of every resident and individual based on free and active participation. The substance of this development is mandated by the Article 28D paragraph (2) of the Indonesian Constitution of 1945 which says: “Every person is entitled to an occupation as well as to get income and a fair and proper treatment in labor relations” [19], 2nd amendment of 18 August 2000. The provision shows constitutionality of one’s rights on occupation and work as part of human rights. Therefore, the state must facilitate the openness and availability of employment as well as provide dignified life space in the job world.

Fiqh mustad’afīn based on the Qur’anic universal values in the form of a humanitarian project aims to demolish the dividing wall between the weak people and the powerful ones. In the case of PKL eviction, viewed from the justice perspective, PKLs are weak people becoming victims of policies. Therefore, upholding justice values as the main mission of fiqh mustad’afīn must continue to be pursued. Its reactualization is expected to foster the city government’s standing position onto the informal sectors’ activities, including PKLs, thereby erasing the impression that they are neglected and marginalized. The City Government’s support for the provision of facilities to foster development and improving competitiveness of vendors is, therefore, very much needed.
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As already known, the liberal capitalism economic system does not have a positive impact on efforts to improve the welfare of the weak/marginalized; it actually even raises a fairly clear distance and gap between the poor and rich communities. In such a condition, the religion (i.e. Islam) and its legal product (i.e. fiqh) must come forward as anti-establishment drivers and a very effective media for revolutionary movements to realize a just society and defend the marginalized. The proletarian jurisprudence should use the cases of evictions, including those of PKLs, as its best momentum to reactualize and organizing them. Again, this is because in such evictions, no proper win-win solution is ever offered and taken, the weak always become helpless victims, and eventually the government only presents itself as a scourge for those weak people by confronting them with policies that do not favor them. This can be attained when proper understanding of fiqh mustad’afīn is disseminated to all level of community, especially the government as the authority holder of the public affairs. Having done so, anygovernment at all levels will take heavy its functions, one of which is to promote public welfare and to increase the people’s level of economy through efforts of empowering street vendors such as by providing guarantees, protection, guidance, and regulation in a purpose of having efficient, effective, and law-abiding business.

CONCLUSION

From the previous discussion, we can conclude the following two things: first, various phenomena of forced and arbitrary eviction of street vendors are only a small example of neglected welfare and justice whenever the governmentsissue their policies. This unfair and unbalanced structure of relations results from unhealthy mutual cooperation between the governments and capital institutions that neglect marginal community’s rights. With this condition, the justice commitment as the heart of social welfare and political philosophy of the founding of the nation of Indonesia which is patented as the fifth precept of the national philosophy, “Social justice for all Indonesian people”, seems to be uprooted. Second, re-actualizing fiqh mustad’afīn should always be present in the situation of living under the control of hegemonic, oppressive, and authoritarian power. Such re-actualization of this proletarian jurisprudence at least carries four important missions: 1) fomenting the spirit of resistance to whatever is considered oppressive, 2) freeing the society from any form of confinement, 3) giving a paradigmatic foundation for various resistance movements, and 4) being partial to minority, weak, oppressed, and marginalized communities resulted from physical and non-physical oppression by advocating and organizing them.
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